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Cell fate determination during developmental pat-
terning is often controlled by concentration gradients
of morphogens. In the epithelial field, morphogens
like the Hedgehog (Hh) peptides diffuse both apically
and basolaterally; however, whether both pools of Hh
are sensed at the cellular level is unclear. Here, we
show that interfering with the amount of apical Hh
causes a dramatic change in the long-range activa-
tion of low-threshold Hh target genes, without similar
effect on short-range, high-threshold targets. We
provide genetic evidence that the glypican Dally
upregulates apical Hh levels, and that the release of
Dally by the hydrolase Notum promotes apical Hh
long-range activity. Our data suggest that several
pools of Hh are perceived in epithelial tissues.
Thus, we propose that the overall gradient of Hh is
a composite of pools secreted by different routes
(apical and basolateral), and that a cellular summa-
tion of these components is required for appropriate
developmental patterning.
INTRODUCTION
Higher organisms rely on complex interactions of cells during
development, to coordinate body plan patterning. From early
embryogenesis until the completion of development, cells within
a uniform field must self-position and differentiate to produce
tissues with distinct cell populations. For cells to gauge their
relative position and their fate, intercellular communication is
essential, and often employs diffusible protein factors. In both
vertebrates and invertebrates, many diffusible signals are essen-
tial during development; among these, an important group is the
morphogens, comprised of the Wnt/Wingless (Wg), BMP/TGFb,
and Hedgehog (Hh) families (Gurdon and Bourillot, 2001).
Morphogens are locally secreted protein signals that spread
within the cellular field and define the cell fate of receiving cells
at different distances from the source (Ashe and Briscoe,
2006). Dysfunction in the spreading of these proteins, or in their
signaling pathways, gives rise to developmental defects andDevedisease, and commonly to death. Moreover, ectopic activation
of morphogen pathways later in life can lead to various cancers
(Beachy et al., 2004; Jiang and Hui, 2008; Waite and Eng, 2003).
Morphogens are involved in numerous embryonic events
(Kitisin et al., 2007; MacDonald et al., 2009; Varjosalo and
Taipale, 2008). In vertebrates, for example, neural tube pattern-
ing as well as organ and limb development requires morphogen
signaling, whereas, in Drosophila, morphogens are required
during embryonic segmentation and also during larval stages
for the patterning of limbs like the wing. Two central features of
morphogen patterning are important. First, the field of cells
patterned by a specific morphogen is large (for example, the
morphogen Hh patterns up to 300 mm in the vertebrate neural
tube or 50 mm in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc); thus,
morphogens must possess a substantial ability to spread.
Second, over this large distance the formation of a morphogenic
gradient induces cell fate behavior in a concentration-dependant
manner. Hence, correct gradient formation and movement are
essential for precise and robust tissue patterning. Although
several mechanisms for morphogen transportation within an
epithelium have been proposed (Eaton, 2006), one key set of
missing information is the position of the functional long-range
morphogen gradient, and whether morphogen-receiving cells
perceive several different gradients of the same ligand, possibly
presented at different positions within the apicobasal plane.
Morphogens are often secreted from highly polarized cells,
and they can form gradients at differential cell poles. For
example, in the Drosophila wing disc, TGFb/decapentaplegic
(Dpp) forms a long-range gradient by diffusion in the extracellular
apical and basolateral space (Belenkaya et al., 2004; Entchev
et al., 2000; Teleman and Cohen, 2000). However, Wg is apically
secreted then reinternalized to allow for spreading by transcyto-
sis along the basolateral cell position (Gallet et al., 2008; Marois
et al., 2006; Strigini and Cohen, 2000). The morphogen Hh,
however, is secreted to both the apical and basolateral
membranes (Callejo et al., 2006; Gallet et al., 2006), and released
Hh has been observed both basally and apically in the field of
receiving cells, not only in Drosophila, but also in chick (Danesin
et al., 2006) and mouse (Chamberlain et al., 2008) embryos. In
this study, we sought to address whether the response by
morphogen-receiving cells (such as for Hh) must integrate an
apicobasal value of the extracellular gradient. One fundamental
problem in studying Hh gradient formation comes with the diffi-
culty in visualizing extracellular Hh after its release. Indeed, tolopmental Cell 18, 605–620, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 605
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tagged Hh-GFP constructs that are prone to nonphysiological
routing (Callejo et al., 2006; Chamberlain et al., 2008; Su et al.,
2007). We have addressed the discrepancies concerning the
localization of long-range gradient formation by functionally
testing the endogenous Hh gradient, and by analyzing the
activity of secreted Hh in differential wing imaginal disc planes.
As the Hh gradient is likely formed in the extracellular space
and not through transcytosis (Callejo et al., 2006; Gallet and
Therond, 2005; Han et al., 2004; Torroja et al., 2004), we also
studied the role of the extracellular matrix components—the
glypicans—in the process of Hh spreading. Glypicans belong
to the Heparan Sulfate ProteoGlycan (HSPG) family, and they
modulate signaling of various morphogens (Lin, 2004). Unlike
other HSPGs, glypicans are linked to the plasma membrane by
a Glycosyl-Phosphatidyl-Inositol (GPI) anchor (Lin, 2004), and
the mammalian Phospholipase C (PLC)-like protein Notum has
been shown to cleave glypicans, shedding them from cells
(Traister et al., 2008). The Drosophila glypican Dally appears to
regulate Hh levels (Eugster et al., 2007), and cluster formation
(Vyas et al., 2008), in the Hh-secreting cells. However, the role
of Dally cleavage is controversial, as some groups have
proposed that secreted Dally actively regulates Hh spreading
(Takeo et al., 2005), whereas others have suggested that Dally
passively moves with Hh and stabilizes Hh interactions with its
receptor complex in receiving cells (Eugster et al., 2007). In the
current study, we have reinvestigated the role of Dally and
Notum in Hh long-range spreading and activity.
Here, we present evidence that Hh is secreted from the apical
surface of the wing imaginal disc epithelium into the lumen,
where it exerts long-range action on low-threshold targets. We
demonstrate that the glypican Dally regulates apical Hh levels
in the Hh-producing cells. Furthermore, we provide genetic
evidence that Dally is physiologically cleaved and released by
the enzyme Notum in Hh-producing cells, an event that
promotes long-range spreading and signaling of Hh in the apical,
but not the basolateral, plane. Therefore, secreted Dally is impor-
tant in the extended spreading of Hh, an event that we show is
uncoupled from its regulation of Hh lumen presentation. TheseFigure 1. Hh Diffuses Farther Afield in the Apical Plane
(A) ADrosophilawing imaginal disc and a schematic cross-section indicating pote
range target, Ptc is a mid-range target, and dpp is a long-range target.
(B and B0) Immunohistochemistry on fixed discs with a polyclonal anti-Hh antibod
secreting (P) cells and receiving (A) cells. The dashed line represents the D-V ax
(C) Quantification of apical Hh protein levels with ImageJ. The Hh gradient in the re
corresponds to that in (B0).
(D and D0) Anti-Hh profile in a lateral section of the wing disc (shown by the abse
(E) Quantification shows that the Hh levels are lower and that the gradient is much
sponds to that in (D0).
(F) An XZ-section of a WT disc and Hh staining. Hh is higher in the P cells, espec
(G and G0) Clones expressing the ptc mutant ptc1130X, marked by GFP and anti-P
clones both close to the source (arrowhead) and far from it (see arrows, up to 10
(H and H0) A lateral confocal section of the same disc as in (F). Hh accumulation
(arrowhead), in 1–2 rows of cells, but not in clones far from the source (arrows).
(I and I0) An XZ-section of a clone at the A-P boundary. Both the membranous later
shown.
(J–K0) (J and J0) Flip-out clones expressing GFP:Dally also cause accumulation o
remain unchanged at a lateral plane. In both (J) and (K), Arm (red) staining indica
(L and L0 ) The accumulation of Hh (blue) induced by GFP:Dally can be visualized i
than Arm (red) (see also Figure S1).
Devedata indicate that extracellular matrix proteins can regulate the
formation of the apical long-range gradient of morphogens,
and we propose that receiving cells integrate both the basolat-
eral and apical pools of Hh morphogen to interpret the absolute
value of the extracellular morphogen gradient.
RESULTS
Hh Spreads Farther Afield in the Apical Plane
To analyze the gradient of active Hh, we used the wing imaginal
disc, in which patterning depends on Hh activity (Crozatier et al.,
2004). The wing disc is made up of two distinct epithelial sheets.
The disc proper (which becomes the adult wing) is a pseudostra-
tified epithelium in which the apical surface of each long
columnar-like cell faces a lumen, which is enclosed by the
second epithelium (the squamous-like peripodial membrane
[PPM]) (Figure 1A). In the posterior (P) compartment of the imag-
inal disc, hh is transcribed under the control of Engrailed (En).
After its secretion and release, Hh spreads into the anterior (A)
compartment. In these receiving cells, Hh activates target genes
up to 12 rows of cells away, where En is activated by Hh signaling
in 3 rows of cells close to the source, whereas dpp is activated in
7–8 rows (Figures 1A and 3E; Table 1). Several previous studies
have attempted to address where the Hh gradient is formed in
the wing disc (e.g., apical versus basolateral compartment);
however, this is still unclear. It has been proposed that long-
range Hh spreading occurs through the basal compartment
(Callejo et al., 2006; Su et al., 2007) or at the apical surface of
the cells (Gallet et al., 2006; Su et al., 2007).
To solve this discrepancy, we have functionally tested the Hh
gradient in the wing disc. Hh staining in wild-type (WT) discs
revealed differential Hh gradients in apical and lateral planes,
where Hh appears to spread farther along the apical plane
(Figures 1B and 1B0) (apical sectioning is indicated by staining
of the Adherens junction marker, Armadillo/Arm). Analysis of
apical Hh staining shows a two-step gradient, with a steep slope
close to the anterior-posterior (A-P) boundary and a shallow
slope of elevated Hh level that reaches far from the source
(Figure 1C; see Figures S1A–S1B0 available online). We alsontial routes of Hh secretion and spreading from the P cells (in red). En is a short-
y (in blue). Apical confocal sections (shown by Arm staining in red) show Hh in
is. The arrow indicates the A-P boundary; the box is the area quantified in (C).
ceiving cells is shallow, decreasing slowly away from the Hh source. The arrow
nce of Arm staining).
steeper; the long-range Hh spreading is no longer observed. The arrow corre-
ially at the apical plane.
tc staining. In an apical view, Hh accumulates at the posterior edge of ptc1130X
–12 cells away). Note how accumulated Hh appears in punctuated structures.
at the edge of the ptc1130X clones is only seen in clones close to the source
This Hh is membranous and not punctuated.
al and punctuated apical Hh accumulation at the posterior edge of this clone are
f Hh at the apical surface far from the Hh source (arrow). (K and K0 ) Hh levels
tes the apicobasal position within the disc.
n an XZ-section of a clone (marked by the arrow), where it appears more apical
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Table 1. En and dpp-lacZ Expression in Different Genotypes
Mean Number of Cells
Expressing Gene
Genotype dpp-lacZ Engrailed
dpp-lacZ in WT 7.4 (n = 11) 2.9 (n = 11)
hhGal4 > UAS-ShiDN 22C 10.1a (n = 12) 1.4a (n = 8)
hhGal4 > UAS-ShiDN in dally32
22C
6.0 (n = 12) 2.1 (n = 7)
hhGal4 > UAS-GFP:Dally 9.8a (n = 10) 1.5a (n = 5)
hhGal4 > UAS-Sec:Dally 12.7a (n = 11) 1.5a (n = 11)
agirGal4 > UAS-Ptc1130X 29C 4.2a (n = 13) 2.9 (n = 10)
agirGal4 > CD8:GFP 29C 7.5 (n = 7) 2.9 (n = 7)
dally32 6a (n = 12) 3.4b (n = 7)
notumwf141 5.5a (n = 15) 3.0 (n = 10)
hhGal4 > UAS-notum in dally32 18C 6.9 (n = 4) 2b (n = 5)
hhGal4 > UAS-notum RNAi 29C 4.9a (n = 15) 2.7 (n = 10)
hhGal4 > UAS-ShiDN in
notumwf141 22C
5.6a (n = 15) 1.8b (n = 6)
hhGal4 > UAS-GFP:Dally
in notumwf141
5.4a (n = 7) 1.3a (n = 7)
hhGal4 > TM:Dally 7.5 (n = 9) 1.7a (n = 8)
The number of cells expressing En and dpp-lacZ was assessed in an
average of two places (see Figures S6A and S6B), in at least four different
discs for each genotype.
a Student’s t test p-value < 0.001.
b p < 0.05 (see also Figure S6).
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to the sequestration and degradation of Hh by elevated levels of
the Hh receptor Patched (Ptc) (Chen and Struhl, 1996) (Figures
1B and 1C), underlining the specificity of the antibody staining.
In a basolateral section of the same disc, we find that the Hh
gradient is steep, decreasing suddenly close to the Hh source
(Figures 1D–1E; Figures S1A–S1B0). Finally, in a XZ confocal
section of a WT disc, Hh appears to be accumulated in puncta
at the apical surface in the P compartment (Figure 1F). Taken
together, these data indicate that Hh spreads farther in the apical
plane.
To examine this idea, we overexpressed a mutant form of Ptc
that is able to bind and sequester the Hh ligand, but cannot be
internalized (Ptc1130X) (Johnson et al., 2000). Ptc1130X is present
at both the apical and basolateral cell membranes of expressing
cells (Figure 1I), allowing us to compare the sequestration of Hh
between these two cellular compartments. We found that clones
expressing Ptc1130X both adjacent to and far from the Hh source
(up to eight cells away, i.e., at the limit of dpp expression) accu-
mulate Hh in large punctuates in the apical plane (Figures 1G
and 1G0; arrows and arrowhead). On the contrary, at the lateral
surface, Hh is only accumulated in the clones abutting the A-P
boundary (arrowhead), and not those farther afield (Figures
1H–1I0, see arrows). Indeed, we did not observe lateral Hh stain-
ing in clones that are more than three cells from the Hh source
(data not shown), indicating that, at the basolateral level, Hh
can only diffuse a very short distance. Intriguingly, unlike at the
apical level, the Hh that accumulated laterally did not show
a punctuate staining, and it appears to be more closely associ-608 Developmental Cell 18, 605–620, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Iated with the plasma membrane (compare Figures 1G0–1H0).
Given the fact that this form of Ptc cannot be internalized, we
believe that the accumulated Hh observed on Ptc1130X clones,
in both planes, represents the Hh accessible from the extracel-
lular space.
To confirm these data, we also made use of the glypican Dally,
which stabilizes Hh (Eugster et al., 2007). Analysis of clones
expressing GFP:Dally shows an accumulation of Hh in these
clones. This build up of Hh is present only apically, where it is
found at a level more apical than the Adherens junctions (Figures
1L and 1L0). We also found this apical Hh to be extracellular
(Figures S1C–1D0). GFP:Dally is found both basolaterally and
very strongly apically (Figure 1L). Although GFP:Dally expression
causes an accumulation of Hh apically, even in A cells far from
the Hh source (Figures 1J and 1J0), Hh stabilization is not visual-
ized at the lateral cell level (Figures 1K and 1K0), similar to what
was seen in our previous experiments with Ptc1130X. Therefore,
we speculated that apically released Hh spreads to a greater
extent than basolateral Hh, and that it forms a long-range
gradient, which may be responsible for its long-range activity.
Blocking Hh in the Apical Lumen Reduces Long-Range
Targets, but Not Short-Range Targets
Following our idea that apical Hh represents a long-range
gradient, we reasoned that if we were able to reduce the levels
of Hh specifically in the apical lumen, long-range target gene
activation should be reduced. The apical lumen of the wing
disc is covered by the PPM (Figure 1A). We sought to express
Ptc1130X in these cells with the PPM-specific driver AgirGal4
(Gibson et al., 2002) (Figures 2B and 2D) to sequester and trap
Hh, therefore diminishing the apical spreading of Hh. We found
that this form of Ptc sequestered Hh to the PPM, where it accu-
mulated in large punctuates (see insert in Figure 2E). Therefore,
our observations suggested that by using Ptc1130X in the PPM to
sequester Hh we were able to reduce the apical Hh pool, without
affecting the basolateral pool of Hh. In accordance, the lateral Hh
gradient was unchanged from that of WT (Figures 2G–2H). To
investigate the consequence of Hh sequestration to the PPM,
we analyzed the expression of two targets of Hh signaling, the
short-range target En and the long-range target dpp. We found
that the expression of dpp was strongly reduced (Figures 2F
and 2F0; Table 1), whereas En was not affected (Figures 2F and
2F0). We also found that Ptc1130X caused ectopic pathway activa-
tion in a cell-autonomous manner in the PPM (data not shown),
and hinge within the disc proper (Figures 2F and 2F0, arrow), indi-
cating that it acts as a dominant negative, as previously
described (Johnson et al., 2000). As a control experiment, we
expressed the ‘‘neutral’’ CD8-GFP protein in the PPM, which
had no effect on target genes (Figures 2C–2C00; Table 1). It is
thus likely that the Hh that is released into the apical lumen
represents Hh that is destined for long-range spreading, without
being necessary for short-range signaling (schematic represen-
tation in Figure 2A).
Blocking Endocytosis in Hh-Producing Cells Increases
Apical Hh Levels, Augmenting Long-Range Movement
If the apically released (luminal) Hh represents a long-range Hh
gradient, then increasing the pool of apical Hh in the P compart-
ment might increase long-range targets. Our previous resultsnc.
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apical plasma membrane for release (Gallet et al., 2003, 2006).
But, it is also possible that a pool of Hh is reinternalized from
the apical membrane in some P compartment cells. To block
any reinternalization of secreted Hh, we ectopically expressed
a dominant-negative form of the Drosophila dynamin homolog,
Shibire (ShiDN), in clones in the P compartment. We found that
Hh levels were increased in ShiDN clones, but only at the apical
level (Figures 3A and 3A0), whereas no change in Hh was
observed in the basolateral plane (Figures 3B and 3B0). This
increase in Hh can be seen in XZ-section analysis (Figure 3D;
arrow in Figure 3D0). Moreover, this apically accumulated Hh
was extracellular (Figures S2A and S2A0). As a way to signifi-
cantly increase the apical pool of Hh, we overexpressed ShiDN
by using the hhGal4 driver to block Hh internalization in all
Hh-expressing cells. Concordantly, Hh was greatly increased in
the entire P compartment (Figures 4C, 4D, and 4J), and we
observed an increased range of dpp-lacZ reporter expression,
indicating that enriching apical Hh increases long-range
spreading and activity (Figures 3F and 3F00 compared to WT discs
in Figures 3E and 3E00; Table 1). We found several discs showing
anterior outgrowths (see Figure 4C), confirming increased Dpp
activity. Interestingly, we also observed a decrease in En expres-
sion range (Figures 3F and 3F0 compared to Figures 3E and 3E00),
where the usual three rows of En were reduced to an average
of 1.4 (Table 1). This indicates that there may be a tradeoff
between long-range and short-range signaling. In conclusion,
we have found, from increasing the apical level of Hh in the
producing cells (Figure 3C) or decreasing its luminal spreading
(Figure 2A), that long-range Hh activity is reliant on apically
released Hh.
Posterior Dally Is Involved in Apical Hh
Accumulation and Spreading
We reasoned that if apical Hh is involved in long-range spreading
and signaling, then apically enriched extracellular matrix compo-
nents could regulate this. We have found that GFP:Dally is
apically enriched (Figure 1L), and thus we investigated the role
of Dally produced in the P compartment. It has previously been
shown that dally mutant discs have decreased long-range target
activation (Eugster et al., 2007) (Table 1), which could be due to
an autonomous effect of Dally in the receiving cells. Neverthe-
less, Dally also plays a role in regulating Hh levels, as apical Hh
is reduced in Dally mutant or RNAi cells (Figure S3), whereas
GFP:Dally expression causes an accumulation of apical Hh
(Figures 1J, 1L, and 4J). In addition to its role in Hh accumulation,
Dally from the producing cells may have a role in Hh spreading.
Consistent with a nonautonomous effect of Dally, we found that
loss-of-function clones of the dally null allele, dally32 (Franch-
Marro et al., 2005), in the Hh-producing cells reduced dpp
expression in the receiving cells (Figures 4A, 4A0, and 4K). Inter-
estingly, we observed the opposite when we overexpressed
GFP:Dally in the P compartment, as dpp-lacZ expression was
enlarged (up to ten cells wide) (Figures 5E and 5E00; Table 1),
although apparently at the expense of En expression, which
was reduced to 1–2 rows of cells (Figures 5E and 5E0; Table 1).
No effect on dpp expression was observed when Dally was
lost solely in receiving cells in the anterior compartment (Figures
4B and 4B0).DeveTo confirm that Dally is involved in long-range apical Hh
spreading, we utilized our ShiDN assay. We postulated that if
Dally is required, removing it should abolish the ability of ShiDN
to broaden dpp expression. Accordingly, dpp-lacZ expression
was no longer broader when we blocked endocytosis by using
ShiDN in a dally mutant background (Figures 4I and 4I00; Table 1).
En, however, was still reduced (Figure 4I0; Table 1). In addition,
we did not observe apical Hh accumulation in this genotype
(Figures 4G, 4H, and 4J). In fact, both Hh accumulation and
dpp expression in hhGal4 > ShiDN; dally32 discs were similar to
those seen in dally32 discs alone (Figures 4E–4H and 4J), indi-
cating that Dally is epistatic to ShiDN (scheme in Figure 4K).
These data argue that Dally upregulates apical levels and
release of Hh, thus allowing Hh to properly form a long-range
gradient in the lumen.
Notum Is Implicated in Long-Range Hh Spreading
through Its Regulation of Dally
Thus far, our data have suggested a role for Dally in apical Hh
accumulation. However, it is known that glypicans can be shed
from the membrane; hence, secreted Dally could also be
involved in Hh spreading. Secreted Dally enters the imaginal
disc lumen (Eugster et al., 2007), and we found that a secreted
form of Dally (Sec:Dally) greatly increases the range of Hh
activity, as shown by the dpp-lacZ expression range, which
reaches up to 20 cells (Figures 5A and 5A00; Table 1) (see also
Eugster et al., 2007; Takeo et al., 2005). Sec:Dally expression
also induced a subsequent decrease in En expression (Figures
5A and 5A0; Table 1), similar to GFP:Dally expression (Figures
5E and 5E0). This indicates that lumen release of Dally may
promote long-range Hh movement independently of its role in
regulating apical Hh levels.
Furthermore, the fact that some target genes are increased
while others are decreased suggests that secreted Dally may
play a role in shaping the Hh gradient, as opposed to mediating
the Hh interaction with its receptor complex. We verified the role
of Sec:Dally by investigating the apical Hh gradient. We found
that Sec:Dally expression did not cause a significant change in
apical Hh levels in the P compartment, but did cause an increase
in Hh levels in the A compartment (Figures 6A–6B). This is easily
visualized in XZ-section analysis, where Sec:Dally fills the lumen,
which also exhibits high levels of Hh (Figures 6E and 6E0; see
scheme in Figure 6G), compared to a WT situation in which
secreted GFP is expressed in the P compartment to mark the
lumen (Figures 6F and 6F0). Expression of Sec:GFP does not
affect either the apical or basolateral Hh gradients (data not
shown). In addition to elongation of the apical gradient, we found
that expression of Sec:Dally reduced the level of basolateral Hh
in the P compartment (Figures 6C and 6C0), and a reduced short-
range gradient was also observed (Figure 6D). This indicates
a tradeoff between apical gradient extension and basolateral
Hh levels. The reduction in basolateral Hh, and therefore its
short-range gradient, may explain the reduced En expression
found in this genotype (Figure 6G).
To investigate the role of endogenous secreted Dally, we
turned our attention to the protein Notum. Notum is an a/b hydro-
lase (Gerlitz and Basler, 2002; Giraldez et al., 2002) that cleaves
vertebrate GPI anchor proteins (Traister et al., 2008) and possibly
invertebrate glypicans (Kreuger et al., 2004). Thus, we analyzedlopmental Cell 18, 605–620, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 609
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of double-stranded RNAi against the notum messenger (Piddini
and Vincent, 2009) in the P compartment resulted in a reduced
and patchy expression of the long-range target dpp, accompa-
nied by no change in En expression (Figures 5B–5B00; Table 1).
The same effect was also observed by induction of large notum
mutant clones in the P compartment (Figures S4A–S4A00). This
suggests that Notum expressed in the P cells regulates the
active Hh gradient.
We reasoned that if Notum acts on Dally in the wing imaginal
disc, then any phenotypes caused by Notum overexpression
may be alleviated by Dally loss. Unfortunately, we found that
Notum overexpression in the P compartment, even at 18C,
caused an almost complete loss of posterior tissue (Figure 5C),
preventing us from analyzing any direct effect of ectopic Notum
on the range of Hh activity. Interestingly, however, this pheno-
type was rescued by removal of dally, as if Notum acts through
the regulation of Dally (Figures 5D–5D00; Table 1). To conclusively
show that Notum is required for long-range Hh spreading and
activity through its regulation of Dally, we sought to rescue the
effect of GFP:Dally overexpression (which increased long-range
target gene activation) (Figures 5E and 5E00; Table 1) by removing
Notum activity. dpp-lacZ expression was reduced to a similar
level as is observed in notummutant discs, even when GFP:Dally
was overexpressed in the P compartment (Figures 5F and 5F00;
Table 1). Therefore, we conclude that Notum plays a role in
long-range Hh spreading through its regulation of Dally release.
Uncoupling the Role of Dally in Hh
Accumulation and Movement
Regulation of Hh target genes by Dally produced in the P
compartment, and thus the pool dedicated to long-range move-
ment, could be due solely to Dally’s role in controlling apical
levels of Hh. However, it could also be due to an additional effect
on the spreading ability of Hh. Our results with Sec:Dally suggest
that Hh apical accumulation and Hh movement may be un-
coupled. However, if the role of Notum is to release Dally
(increasing the pool of secreted Dally), Notum loss should not
affect apical Hh levels. Indeed, in Notum mutant discs, Hh’s
stability is similar to that of WT (Figures 4J, 7A, and 7F). To further
test this, we used our ShiDN assay to investigate both the
increased Hh apical levels and movement upon Notum loss.
We witnessed that expression of ShiDN in a Notum mutant back-
ground still caused a strong increase in apical levels of Hh
(Figures 4J, 7B, and 7C), and that En was still reduced, indicating
that apically blocked Hh cannot activate this target gene in eitherFigure 2. Blocking Hh in the Apical Lumen Reduces Long-Range, but
(A) A schematic representation of the wing imaginal disc in an XZ-section. Hh is
signaling results in the transcription of dpp in 7–8 cells and the transcription of En
shows the zone of expression of the AgirGal4 driver, the PPM. AgirGal4 is also e
(B) A CD8-tethered GFP is expressed strongly in the PPM by using the AgirGal4
(C–C00) This does not disrupt (C0) En (blue) or (C00) dpp (dpp-lacZ reporter constru
(D and E) (D) AgirGal4 expression of Ptc1130x (green) causes (E) strong sequestra
insert).
(F–F00) (F and F00) This also causes a decrease in the range of cells expressing dpp
dominant-negative activity is revealed by ectopic pathway activation (dpp) in hinge
proper cells where AgirGal4 is not expressed. The reduced long-range targets ind
from the lumen (see [A]). In accordance, no change in the Hh gradient at the baso
the A-P boundary.
Devethe presence or absence of Notum (Figures 7D and 7D0; Table 1).
On the contrary, the increased range of Hh signaling normally
seen in hhGal4 > ShiDN is no longer observed (dpp-lacZ expres-
sion is in fact reduced to what is seen in Notum mutant discs
alone) (Figures 7D and 7D00; Table 1) (see scheme in Figure 7F).
This proves an uncoupling of Dally control over apical Hh levels
and Hh spreading. To confirm this, we looked at Hh sequestra-
tion in clones of Ptc1130X and compared this sequestration in
a WT background to that in a dallymutant background. We found
that Ptc1130x clones close to the source of Hh could still
sequester Hh both apically and laterally in a dally mutant back-
ground (Figures S2A, S2A0 [arrowhead], S2B, S2B0, S2C, and
S2C0). However, clones more than a few cells away from the
source did not have visibly sequestered Hh at either the apical
or lateral cell membrane (Figures S5A and S5A0, arrows). Alto-
gether, our data indicate that long-range spreading of Hh
requires Dally.
Finally, if Dally GPI anchor cleavage is responsible for Dally’s
role in long-range Hh spreading, expression of a form of Dally
that cannot be cleaved (transmembrane-bound TM:Dally) should
have a different effect than that of GFP or Sec:Dally. We found
that TM:Dally expression in the P compartment stabilized Hh
(Figures S5D, S5D0, S5E, and S5E0), and only reduced the
expression of En, with no effect on dpp expression (Figures
S5F–S5F00; Table 1). Furthermore, when this assay was per-
formed in a dally mutant background, we observed a very strong
decrease in dpp range (Figures 7E and 7E00). This shows that
TM:Dally cannot rescue the need for Dally secretion in long-
range Hh spreading, although it can stabilize apical Hh
(Figure 7E0; Figures S5G and S5G0). Therefore, we propose
that Dally positively regulates apical Hh levels, readying it for
release into the lumen to create a long-range gradient. However,
GPI cleavage and release of secreted Dally by Notum also play
a role in Hh spreading, increasing its long-range mobility and
shaping its apical gradient.
DISCUSSION
Morphogens form long-range concentration gradients to signal
positional information to cells within a complex tissue. Within
an epithelium, the exact apicobasal cellular position of long-
range gradient formation is not well understood. The morphogen
Hh appears to be released both apically and basolaterally;
however, which pool of Hh represents the functional long-range
Hh was previously unknown. Our studies have provided firm
evidence that the wing imaginal disc uses its apical space toNot Short-Range, Targets
represented by stars, and its spreading is represented by the apical arrow. Hh
in three rows of cells abutting the A-P boundary (dotted line). The bottom disc
xpressed in the hinge region of columnar cells (not represented).
driver at 29C.
ct [red]). Note also the GFP expression in the hinge region.
tion of Hh (blue) to the PPM, which accumulates in punctuate structures (see
, reducing it to 3–4 cells. (F0 ) The short-range target En is not changed. Ptc1130X
cells (see arrow in [F00). Note that no ectopic pathway expression is seen in disc
icate that long-range gradient formation can be restricted by sequestering Hh
lateral plane was observed (blue in [G], [G0], and [H]), where the arrows indicate
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Figure 3. Blocking Endocytosis in Hh-Producing Cells Increases Apical Hh Levels, Augmenting Long-Range Movement
(A–B0) (A and A0 ) Clones expressing ShiDN cause an increase in Hh (red) at the apical surface of P cells (see arrows), (B and B0) whereas no change in lateral levels of
Hh is observed.
(C) A schematic representation of Hh spreading in a WT disc and in a disc in which dynamin is blocked in the P compartment by expression of the Shibire domi-
nant-negative allele (ShiDN) is shown. In the later, blocking dynamin-dependent internalization augments the levels of apical Hh and subsequently increases the
expression range of dpp-lacZ. On the contrary, En expression is reduced in these discs. Therefore, we hypothesis that in these discs the apical long-range activity
of Hh is increased at the expense of short-range signaling through the basolateral membrane.
(D and D0) Apical Hh accumulation in an XZ-section of posterior ShiDN clones.
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Developmental Cell
Dally and Notum Regulate Apical Long-Range Hedgehogform a long-range gradient of Hh responsible for target gene acti-
vation (Figure 7G). Our data also suggest that short-range
activity of Hh may be regulated by Hh released into the basolat-
eral space. This implies that morphogen-receiving cells must
integrate the apicobasal value of the extracellular Hh gradient
present at different planes.
In addition, we have found that morphogenic long-range
gradients are shaped by extracellular matrix proteins. In the
case of Hh, the glypican Dally positively regulates apical Hh
levels in the producing cells, and Dally release promotes long-
range spreading in this plane. Finally, we show direct genetic
evidence that the enzyme Notum regulates Dally release,
thereby controlling the formation of a functional long-range
gradient of Hh. We therefore propose a model in which Dally
controls the apical accumulation of Hh in the Hh-producing cells,
and cleavage of Dally by Notum helps to shape the long-range
gradient (Figure 7G).
Apical Long-Range Gradient Formation by Hh
Might Be Conserved
We believe, based on various observations in other organisms,
that apical release and formation of a functional long-range Hh
gradient may be a conserved mechanism. First, studies in
Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila embryos have hinted at
a role of apical secretion for Hh. Indeed, active apical secretion
of exosomes containing Hh-like peptides in C. elegans epithelial
cells has been demonstrated (Liegeois et al., 2006). In accor-
dance, we have shown that the protein Dispatched (Disp), which
is essential for Hh release in invertebrates and vertebrates
(Caspary et al., 2002; Kawakami et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2002;
Nakano et al., 2004), regulates apical Hh release in Drosophila
embryos (Gallet et al., 2003). Moreover, the formation of
C. elegans cuticle requires the apical secretion of exosomes by
Che14, the homolog of Disp (Michaux et al., 2000). Danesin
et al. (2006) described Shh aggregates in the apical lumen of
the chick neural tube, whereas Chamberlain et al. (2008) used
an endogenously tagged Shh:GFP that enabled them to visualize
the Hh gradient in mouse embryos. At embryonic day 8.5 (E8.5),
when Shh is produced solely in the notochord, Shh:GFP (in
Nodal Vesicular Particles [NVPs]) was found mostly apically in
the neural tube (although the notochord has direct contact with
the basal membrane of the neural tube). This apically concen-
trated Shh:GFP forms a gradient that drops exponentially along
the dorsal-ventral axis (i.e., farther from the source). Similar
observations have been seen when using antibodies against
Shh (Chamberlain et al., 2008; Gritli-Linde et al., 2001). Thus,
although apical gradients have been described in several organ-
isms, these gradients need to be functionally challenged,
something that we developed in this manuscript.
Differential Apicobasal Values for the Hh Gradient
We have often observed a tradeoff between the long-range and
the short-range Hh pathway targets; for example, increased(E–E00) Expression of (E0) En and (E00) dpp-lacZ in a WT disc.
(F–F00) (F00 and insert) When ShiDN is expressed in the entire P compartment u
to10 cells. (F0) In addition, the expression of En is reduced to 1–2 cells, in which it
by increasing the apical pool of Hh (scheme in [C]) (see also Figure S2).
Deverange of dpp is often coupled with a decreased En range
(Table 1). Several different explanations for this could be sug-
gested. First, increasing the spreading of Hh apically (for
example, in overexpression of Sec:Dally) may result in a lower
level of apical Hh close to the source, perhaps below the level
required for En expression, while increasing the range of the
low level needed for dpp expression farther from the Hh source.
However, other data presented here do not fit this model.
Indeed, Sec:Dally did not reduce Hh apical levels at or close to
the source, but seemed to just increase and elongate the levels
of spreading Hh (Figure 6), especially far in the A compartment
(Figures 6A–6B), whereas basolateral levels of Hh were reduced
(Figures 6C–6D). Also, when levels of lumenal Hh were reduced
(by blocking Hh on the PPM with Ptc1130x), only a reduction in
expression of long-range targets (dpp) was observed, not
a change in En or Ptc expression (data not shown) (Figure 3F).
Furthermore, along with short-range signaling, the basolateral
Hh gradient was unchanged in this genotype (Figures 3G and
3H). Thus, we suspect two different secretion/signaling mecha-
nisms of Hh from the Hh-secreting cells to the receiving cells.
We often observed this tradeoff between increased dpp expres-
sion and decreased En expression when trafficking of Hh in its
secreting cells is perturbed (e.g., in ShiDN expression) (Figure 3F),
suggesting that apical and basolateral pools of Hh in the
producing cells are not independent. Furthermore, because
this tradeoff is also observed when Dally in the P compartment
is modified, it seems that Dally partially controls the balance
between apical and basolateral Hh gradient formation. Our
data also indicate that basolateral Hh activity is formed indepen-
dently of Notum, as short-range signaling is not affected in
mutants of this protein. Having said this, we do not rule out
that transcription of short-range targets, such as En, may be
a response to reception of both apical and basolateral Hh pools.
Although often decreased, En expression was never lost
completely; it is often unaffected in the first row of cells. There-
fore, we propose that Hh may be secreted to the basolateral
membrane, and here may signal to the adjacent receiving cells
by both cell-cell contact (resulting in high En expression in the
first row of receiving cells) and very limited diffusion (to activate
En in up to three cells away from the A-P boundary) (Figure 7G).
Our study suggests that the Hh that forms a basolateral
gradient may be loaded in a different form to that released into
the apical lumen. This is because at the lateral position, the Hh
trapped by expression of Ptc1130X in the disc proper illustrated
a very different staining (highly membranous and nonpunctuate)
than that found apically (which was highly punctuate) (Figures 1G
and 1H). Also, we found the presence of basolateral Hh in only up
to 2–3 cells away from the source, indicating a very limited ability
to disperse; this could also be due to a different extracellular
environment compared with the apical lumen, where Hh
dispersal is higher. Although it may be basolaterally targeted,
poorly diffusing Hh that is responsible for En expression in the
three rows of cells, this is extremely difficult to prove. Indeed,sing hhGal4, the expression of the long-range target gene dpp is widened
appears patchy. This indicates that long-range activity of Hh can be broadened
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Figure 4. Posterior Dally Is Involved in Hh Movement
(A and A0) Loss of Dally in the P compartment affects the expression of dpp (red) in A compartment cells abutting the mutant cells (compare the mutant [green
arrow] to the WT [white arrow]). This indicates a role for Dally in Hh-producing cells for expression of the long-range Hh target gene dpp.
(B and B0) Loss of Dally in the receiving cells only has no effect on dpp-lacZ expression.
(C) Overexpression of ShiDN in the P compartment of the wing imaginal disc causes an enrichment of Hh at the apical plane.
(D) This accumulation is visualized in XZ-sections of the area encased in a box in (C).
(E and F) (E) dally32 mutant discs display a destabilized level of Hh in the P cells, and (F) an XZ-section within the box shows the lack of apical Hh.
(G and H) (G) ShiDN overexpression in the P compartment of a dally32 mutant. (H) Apical Hh stabilization is not visualized, but Hh appears to have a similar profile to
dally32 alone. This indicates that Dally is necessary for apical Hh stabilization by ShiDN. In all images, the A-P boundary is marked by a dotted line.
(I–I00) hhGal4-mediated ShiDN expression in a dally mutant background does not cause an (I00) increase in dpp-lacZ expression, and (I0) En is partially restored,
indicating that Dally is required for the apical Hh stabilization and increased Hh long-range gradient found when internalization is blocked in the P compartment.
(J) The levels of apical Hh were calculated by taking a measurement of intensity in the P cells and subtracting background levels (far anterior Hh levels). An
example of the areas used in a sample disc is shown to the right of the graph (anti-Hh in white). **A Student’s t test p-value of less than 0.001. Error bars corre-
spond to standard deviation of the mean.
(K) A scheme representing the change in Hh levels and spreading in a dally mutant with or without ShiDN expression (see also Figure S3).
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Figure 5. Notum Is Implicated in Long-
Range Hh Spreading through Its Regulation
of Dally
(A–A00) (A00) Overexpression of Sec:Dally increases
the dpp-lacZ expression range (up to 20 cells), and
(A0) reduces the En range to just one cell.
(B–B00) In hhGal4 expression of Notum dsRNA, (B00)
dpp is reduced (4–6 cells wide) and appears
patchy, whereas (B0) En is unaffected.
(C) hhGal4 expression of Notum. Even at 18C this
causes an almost complete loss of the P compart-
ment.
(D–D00) hhGal4-mediated expression of Notum in
a dally32 mutant background relieves the loss of
posterior tissue, resulting in a disc that appears
almost WT.
(E–E00) (E00) Overexpression of GFP:Dally in the
Hh-producing cells gives rise to discs with an
increased domain of cells expressing dpp (up to
ten rows of cells), whereas (E0) short-range target
En is reduced to 1–2 rows of cells, indicating that
increasing Dally levels increases Hh spreading.
(F–F00) The effects of GFP:Dally expression are
alleviated when expressed in a notumwf141 mutant
background (see also Figure S4).
Developmental Cell
Dally and Notum Regulate Apical Long-Range Hedgehoglittle is known about polarized trafficking in wing imaginal discs.
Although we have described several methods with which we
were able to modify apical Hh levels, we have not been able to
find a way to specifically enrich or block basolateral Hh in the
P compartment without affecting the apical Hh pool. Therefore,
we have not been able to directly test whether it is this gradient
of Hh responsible for the pathway activation in the first row of
cells in the A compartment.Developmental Cell 18, 605–6Dally and Notum Regulate
Long-Range Apical Spreading of Hh
We have found evidence for the involve-
ment of the glypican Dally and the hydro-
lase Notum in the long-range apical
spreading of Hh. Reduction of either of
these proteins in Hh-producing cells
reduces the range within which dpp is
expressed, whereas short-range target
En is untouched (Figures 4A and 5B).
Furthermore, we have found that Dally
positively regulates apical Hh levels, and
that Dally release aids in long-range
spreading of Hh, whereas Notum appears
to be essential just for the latter. But what
could the exact role of GPI-tethered
Dally be in the Hh-secreting cells? It has
been shown that the Heparan Sulfate of
Glycosaminoglycan chains can bind and
sequester both Hh and Lipophorins,
which are thought to carry Hh (Eugster
et al., 2007). Therefore, GAG chain binding
of Hh at the apical surface may work as
a platform by which to stabilize and asso-
ciate Hh with components necessary for
its release and long-range spreading.In addition to regulating apical Hh accumulation, secretion of
Dally appears to play a role in the long-range spreading and
activity of Hh. Eugster et al. (2007) have suggested that the
secreted form of Dally increased dpp expression due to its
mediation of Hh binding to the receptor complex. We do not
rule out that secreted Dally could have a role in stabilizing the
Hh-receptor complex interaction and signaling, but we believe
that Dally shed from the P compartment is mainly involved in20, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 615
Figure 6. Secretion of Dally Modifies the Apical Hh Gradient
(A and A0 ) hhGal4-mediated expression of Sec:Dally causes an increase in the levels of Hh (blue) visualized in the A compartment at the apical level.
(B) Analysis of the Hh gradient at this level (in the box in [A0]) shows the increase of Hh levels in the A compartment.
(C–D) At the basolateral level, Hh in the posterior appears reduced, and the (D) gradient is also reduced. Note that due to the low level of basolateral Hh staining,
image capture has been performed with a higher level of intensity than for WT.
(E–F0 ) (E and E0) XY-sections show that Hh (blue) is present in high levels in the lumen (arrows), as well as Sec:Dally (green), compared to (F and F0) a control
situation in which the lumen is marked by secreted GFP (arrows). The horizontal lines mark the limit of the lumen and PPM.
(G) A scheme of Sec:Dally expression and how it increases apical Hh spreading and long-range target gene expression.
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Figure 7. Uncoupling the Role of Dally in Hh Stability and Movement
(A) Unlike Dally loss, notum mutant discs show no change in Hh stability (apical view).
(B and C) XY- and XZ-section view, respectively, showing that loss of Notum does not affect the apical stability of Hh in hhGal4 ShiDN expression.
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Dally and Notum Regulate Apical Long-Range Hedgehogthe formation of a long-range Hh gradient, due to changes seen in
the apical Hh gradient profile (Figure 6). In addition, if secreted
Dally was necessary for Hh-receptor interaction and signaling,
then the absence of Dally in the P compartment should affect
all Hh target genes. On the contrary, we found that dally mutant
clones in the P cells only affect the expression of the long-range
target dpp. If promotion of ligand-receptor interaction was the
only role of Dally released from the P compartment, then one
would expect expression of secreted Dally to induce a higher
level of signaling in the A compartment close to the Hh source,
as Hh would be more highly sequestered to its receptors. On the
contrary, we see a decrease in En expression. Therefore, we
propose that secreted Dally augments movement and extension
of the Hh gradient, as opposed to solely increasing signaling.
Lastly, analysis of Notum, a protein described as a GPI anchor
cleaver (Traister et al., 2008), indicates that Notum in the P
compartment promotes Hh long movement through its regula-
tion of Dally. Therefore, we propose that after apical accumula-
tion and clustering of Hh by GPI-anchored Dally, Notum cleaves
and releases Dally, preparing Hh for its long apical voyage
(Figure 7G).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Strains and Genetics
UAS-Ptc1130x was described by Johnson et al. (2000). UAS-GFP:Dally was
described by Eugster et al. (2007), and UAS-Sec:Dally and UAS-TM:Dally
were described by Takeo et al. (2005). UAS-ShiDN (named ‘‘moderate level’’)
has been described by Moline et al. (1999). dally32 (Franch-Marro et al.,
2005) and notumwf141 (Gerlitz and Basler, 2002) are null alleles. Loss-of-func-
tion clones in the wing imaginal disc were performed as described by Xu and
Rubin (1993). UAS-notum was described by Giraldez et al. (2002), and UAS-
notum RNAi was kindly provided by the VDRC. Overexpression of transgenes
was carried out by using the UAS/Gal4 system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).
Overexpression clones in the wing imaginal discs were obtained with the
‘‘flip-out’’ technique (Basler and Struhl, 1994) by using the actin > CD2 >
Gal4 transgene recombined with a UAS-GFP transgene to mark the clones
or the abx > lacZ > gal4 transgene. Clones were induced by heat shocking
L1 larvae at 37C for 10 min. Then, larvae were allowed to grow at 25C until
the L3 stage, except for UAS-ShiDN experiments, which were kept at 18C.
Mutant clones of dally or notum were obtained by using FRT-FLP-mediated
recombination. Clones were induced by heat shocking L1 larvae for
40–60 min and then allowing larvae to grow at 25C. Recombinant chromo-
somes were created for hhGal4, dally32; hhGal4, notumwf141; UAS-GFP,
notumwf141 by classical genetic means. Other stocks such as hhGal4, dpp-
lacZ, and hs-flp are available from the Bloomington Stock Center. All crosses
were maintained at 25C unless otherwise stated in the figures.
Imaginal Disc Immunostaining, Image Capture, and Analyses
Immunostaining was performed as described by Gallet et al. (2006). Antibodies
were used at the following dilutions: mouse 4D9 monoclonal anti-En (Develop-
mental Studies Hybridoma Bank [DSHB] University of Iowa), 1/1000 (ascites);(D–D00) (D00) ShiDN-stabilized Hh does not appear to have an increased long-range m
like in a notum mutant alone. (D0) En is reduced.
(E–E00) (E) hhgal4-mediated expression of myc-tagged TM:Dally (green) in a dally n
(E00) dpp expression is reduced in range and level, except for in the first row of cell
spreading and activity of Hh.
(F) A scheme representing the changes in Hh levels, spreading, and signaling wh
(G) A model of Hh spreading and activity. A Hh long-range gradient is formed in th
positively regulated by the glypican Dally, and Notum cleavage of Dally helps shap
by basolaterally released Hh, which either signals through cell-cell contact (for the
rest of En expression]). Note that it is also possible that apical Hh may contribute
618 Developmental Cell 18, 605–620, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Imouse N7A1 monoclonal anti-Arm, 1/100 (DSHB); rabbit ‘‘Calvados’’ poly-
clonal anti-Hh, 1/400 (Gallet et al., 2003); monoclonal anti-Ptc, 1/400 (Strutt
et al., 2001); polyclonal Guinea pig anti-Dally, 1/200 (made in house); mono-
clonal rabbit anti-bGal, 1/500 (Cappel); monoclonal mouse anti-bGal, 1/500
(Promega); monoclonal chicken anti-bGal, 1/1000 (Gene Tech). Fluorescent
secondary antibodies were used at 1/200 for Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-
rat, Cy3- or Cy5-conjugated goat anti-mouse, Cy3- or Cy5-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit, and dCy3-conjugated donkey anti-chicken (Jackson Laboratory).
Fluorescent images were obtained with a Leica Sp DMR TCS_NT confocal
microscope and were processed by using Adobe PhotoShop 7.0. Most
images are stack projections of 4–8 views with 250 nm step, except those in
Figures 1, 3A–3B, 4C, 4E, 4G, 6A, 7A, and 7B, which were single sections at
the appropriate level (apical, subapical, or lateral). Z-sections are single
sections captured as indicated on the images by using the 603 objective
and Zoom x2. Plot analyses were performed by using ImageJ software, and
statistical analysis was performed with Microsoft Excel software. Analysis of
Hh apical intensity in the P compartment was performed by using Adobe Pho-
toshop software. A rectangle of 200 3 100 pixels was used, and the average
intensity was evaluated by using the ‘‘Histogram’’ function of Photoshop.
From the number obtained, we subtracted the estimated ‘‘background’’ that
corresponds to the average intensity (in a rectangle of 200 3 100 pixels) far
in the A compartment. Data were compiled and analyzed by using Microsoft
Excel.
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